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genos

Our musical recipes today are based on the music of Buddy Holly.  The
registrations are easy to create as they use only the sounds that are
available from Genos as it is supplied new. 

I wonder how many of you will have been listening to the
wonderful music of Buddy Holly during the weeks since
Christmas and the release of a new album that features Buddy
Holly’s original vocals remixed with a new orchestral backing
track courtesy of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. 

Such is the popularity of recordings such as this that it seems impossible
that it is exactly sixty years since Buddy lost his life in a plane crash at the
age of just twenty-two.  In all that time the music he recorded in the seven
short years he actively wrote and performed has lived on and embedded
itself solidly in the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame.

Naturally, I’ve been trying to reproduce some of what I’ve been listening
to on my Genos keyboard - although I have to admit that my sources
have mostly been based on the original recordings rather than the new
album.  I haven’t tried to copy the accompaniment exactly, as this would
mean re-writing styles etc. and I want to make things as easy as possible
for you to do the same - so please don’t take it to heart if the backing we
achieve today isn’t identical to the recording.  If that is what you want I’m
sure you’ll be able to find commercial MIDI or audio tracks to play along
to online.   

1: True Love Ways

The Main Screen - showing my style, voice, multi pad and tempo choices

The  Style: Variation B of the Dreamy Ballad style
(Easy Listening category) has several of the musical
elements featured in the original recording - i.e.
strings, guitar, bells (vibraphone) and harp.  It also has
the same lovely lilting swing feel although, at 63 bpm,
the default tempo needs winding up a bit so I
increased it to 70bpm which seemed to work just right.

The  Melody: The breathy sax and string section both
play a large part in the original recording so I chose
the breath sax for the main voice in my registration.
Having called up the Dreamy Ballad style select the
OTS1 button which will give you a piano sound.  Now
exchange the piano for the Breathy Tenor Sax (from
the Woodwind category).  

The  Multi  pads: Pads 3 and 4 feature wind chimes
which, used sparingly, add to the dreamy romantic
effect created by the style and soft sax voicing.

Melody: Breathy Tenor Sax

Multi pads: Cymbal & Chimes 1

Tempo: 70 bpm 
Style: Dreamy Ballad 
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The Main Screen - showing my style, voice, multi pad and tempo choices

Melody: 50s Vintage Pure Guitar

Multi pads: Chord AddOns 1

Tempo: 190 bpm 
Style: Twist 

The  Style: My choice of The Twist isn’t quite right for
Oh Boy but even this style’s up-beat tempo of 166bpm
isn’t nearly fast enough to match the recording I used
as a reference which was running at about 200bpm.  I
eventually settled on a comfortable 190bpm using
variation C.  It’s interesting to think that, with a slightly
different groove Oh Boy would probably make a great
quickstep (thus keeping the 1950s mums and dads
happy too). 

The  Melody: For the main voice I chose the 50s
Vintage Pure Guitar (E.Guitar category).  I increased
the Reverb though using the Live Control knobs
(screen 1) to increase the level to 35.    

The  Multi  pads: I selected the Chord AddOns 1 multi
pad set (pressing the SELECT button on the panel next
to the pads).  It’s not perfect but Pad 1 provides the
repetitive piano that I felt was missing from the Twist
style.  When the pad is played with the rest of the style
it blends in quite well - although I reduced the volume
of the multi pads to 73 using the sliders (screen B).

The Main Screen - showing my style, voice, multi pad and tempo choices

Melody: 50s Vintage Blues Guitar

Multi pads: Crash Cymbal

Tempo: 130 bpm 
Style: 50s Rock&Roll

The  Style: The 50s Rock&Roll style (Oldies category)
is just right for That’ll Be The Day although in this case
it needed slowing down quite a bit as the song jogs
along at an easy-going 130bpm or thereabouts.
Variations B and C push the beat along nicely with
plenty of ‘shoo-bee-doos’ and saxophone extras
provided by variation C.  

The  Melody: The 50s Vintage Blues Guitar (E.Guitar
category) was my choice for the melody voice but I
took off some of the brightness, using the Cutoff
control knob (Live Control knobs - screen 1) to reduce
the level to -31.  Don’t forget to trigger the vibrato on
the sustained notes by pressing down on the key for
after-touch.     

The  Multi  pads: I couldn’t find any other multi pads that
really suited this registration.  The vocal sounds are
already catered for and there isn’t much need for
additional percussion.  

3: That’ll Be The Day

A visual demonstration of style programming...

As I was checking the content of the Style for ‘That’ll
Be The Day’ I came across a great little illustration of
how programmed music differs from ‘live’ play and I
thought you might appreciate it too.

1 Call up the 50sRock&Roll style from the (Oldies 
category) and select Variation C.

2 Play a chord and start the Style playing.

3 Next, touch the ‘Channel’ icon at the bottom of the 
HOME screen shown above to call up the Channel 
On/Off page.

4 In the Style area of the Channel On/Off page touch 
and hold the green ‘Pad’ bar above the picture of 
the singer until the vocal (‘shoo-bee- doos’)track is 
isolated and you can hear it on its own.

5 Next, touch the picture of the vocalist...  This takes 
you to the ‘Voice’ page where you can see which 
voice is assigned to the channel you have chosen.
But here the voice is changing as you watch - 
because a different MegaVoice has been used for 
each part of the ‘shoo-bee-doo’ phrase.  You’ll 
notice that the automatic changes on screen 
struggle to keep up with the sound - so can you 
see how impossible it would be to do ‘live’!

2: Oh Boy


